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Franchise Group are extremely proud to announce that as part of our ongoing mission to serve the 
franchise industry, we are hosting Franchise Fair on 27 May 2021.  

It will be the first ever virtual meeting place for franchise concepts and entrepreneurs to establish 
new business in Sweden. We are inviting International and Swedish franchise concepts to exhibit 
and have a variety of stands to meet their needs. 

This event is open to every entrepreneur actively seeking franchise opportunities as the next step 
in their professional career and seasoned franchise operators to attained free of charge. In 
addition to creating valuable connections, they will also have the opportunity to watch inspirational 
and informative Masterclass sessions from some of the industries leading figures, participate in 
Q&As about franchising as well as be entertained in our Fika area. 

The virtual doors open at 09:30 and close at 19:30 to give visitors and exhibitors the greatest 
amount of flexibility to participate and make the most of the day. 
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For your concepts, this event provides a unique opportunity for them to present their brand and 
recruit franchisees in a cost effective and efficient way. We have designed the stands to be the 
best physical twin they can be - creating engaging experiences and enabling valuable connections. 

We’re here to help them achieve their expansion plans and elevate the profile of the franchise 
industry to attract the best talent. 

As a member of FPI, we will give you an exclusive discount of 50% of the cost of our exhibition 
stands which you can offer your concepts who are interested in establishing/further expanding 
their footprint in Sweden. 

Please contact us at: exhibit@franchisefair.se to book a stand or answer any queries you have 
about the event.
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> No geographical restrictions. 

> All visitors are registered with contact information and areas of interest to match with exhibitors. 

> Created a branded stand experience to engage and excite potential franchisees eg. Targeted information, 
interaction, pre-recorded and / or live presentations / webinars and promotional offer for a Goody Bag. 

> Schedule meetings over video and use Live chat function in stand for spontaneous interaction. 

> Opportunity for surveys with voting tools so you can test your concept or gain local market insights. 

> Watch inspirational and insightful talks from key figures in the franchise world at our Masterclass stage. 

> Participate in our Q&A forum to discuss with and learn from your peers in the franchise community. 

> Real-time information on the number of visitors to the fair and visitors to your stand. 

> Opportunity for advanced analysis of visitor engagement after event so you can focus your energy on the 
day.  

> Free advise from Franchise Group and Business Sweden about establishing in Sweden.

<Standard>
FPI Price - EUR 750 

Standard branded exhibition area 
Delegate pass - 3 
Meeting planner calendar 
Chat function 
Presentation - 1 
Video - 1 
Brochure download - 1 
Branding in event 
Concept profile in event day magazine 
Communication pack 
Standard post event analysis

<Medium>
FPI Price - EUR 1 250 

Medium branded exhibition area 
Delegate pass - 5 
Meeting planner calendar 
Chat function 
Avatar - 1 
Presentation - 2 
Polling function 
Video - 1 
Brochure download - 1 
Branding in event 
Concept profile in event day magazine 
Promotional offer in goody bag 
Communication pack 
Medium post event analysis

<Premium>
FPI Price - EUR 2 000 

Premium branded exhibition area 
Delegate pass - 9 
Meeting planner calendar 
Chat function 
Personalised avatar - 1 
Presentation - 2 
Polling function 
Video - 2 
Brochure download - 2 
Webinar - 1 
Live streaming - 1 
Branding in event 
Concept profile in event day magazine 
Promotional offer in goody bag 
Communication pack 
Premium post event analysis
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